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Mentored student research allows me to show students 
the concrete consequences of their learning. Sometimes 
learning can be abstract; learning can be done solely by 
the mind, separate from the work of the hands. Abstract 
learning, although appropriate for many of us, has not been 
sufficient for me when teaching Industrial Organizational 
Psychology. I want something different—something 
personal, practical, hands on. I have found that engaging 
students to solve current problems found in today’s 
organizations, using psychological science, helps those 
students develop a richer and fuller desire to learn. 

Abstract learning can be traced to Plato, the philosopher 
that split the world into two parts: The rational (the 
sun) and the empirical (the cave). Plato’s perspective 
on education is clear— it is the person’s use of rational 
faculties (the faculty of the abstract mind, the intellect, the 
ability to theorize correctly) that leads to truth, not the 
person’s use of the holistic merge of the empirical and the 
rational experience. These rational truths are, in fact, the 
rulers of empirical, concrete, observations—empirical 

objects are just imperfect physical shadows influenced by 
the truer reality of utopic metaphysical forms (i.e. the bell 
curve, the laws of nature, the mechanisms of education, 
the perfect simulations, etc.). With this perspective, I 
could potentially remove students from the physical world, 
the community, and teach them intellectual things in a 
classroom—a classic scholastic perspective. An upshot 
from this perspective is efficiency: I can deliver abstract 
content to people in a short amount of time; and we can 
do it all in our heads, in a simple classroom. This type of 
education has, I believe, a liable place in academia.   

I have learned from cognitive psychological science, 
however, that the deepest kinds of memories are lived 
with both the hands and the mind. The memories gained 
through applying a skill using our bodies and our minds 
simultaneously (personal semantic memories) are stronger 
and longer lasting than memories gained using just our 
abstract minds (semantic memories). For example, I can 
teach the abstract mind how to hold a violin and play it, 
all from a textbook; and the mind can do well on tests 



The deepest kinds of memories are lived 
with both the hands and the mind.
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answering questions about how to hold and play a violin. I 
can even have the students’ minds synthesize the learning 
into profound propositions. Give the mind a real violin, 
however, and look at the hands. The empirical hands have 
not been trained like the mind. The real and concrete result 
is that students cannot play the instrument, although their 
minds have been well trained. Mentored research allows 
me to train the mind and the hands at the same time, 
making this learning activity more empirically valid, as 
opposed to just rationally valid. 

This meaningful type of learning—and I acknowledge 
there are other types of meaningful learning—is what 
drives our mentored research. We are driven by the 
desire to master an awesome scientific skill with our 
minds and hands, for the sake of helping others succeed. 
For example, in our community we have helped Salt 
Lake Express, Albertsons, Ox Industrial, the Research 
& Business Development Center (formerly known as 
the E-Center), etc. The research that came from those 
experiences are hanging up, as scientific posters, in the 
hallway of our building. They have been presented at the 
Research & Creative Works Conference on our campus, at 
other regional and national conferences, and published in 
undergraduate research journals.

This mentored work follows simple scientific steps: 
I present students with an organization. They, in turn, 
research the company and the scientific knowledge 
needed to improve it. They synthesize this work in an 
introduction. I encourage them to show inconstancies 
in their writing and in their thinking. They then prepare 
the methods that will, for example, help improve a 
website or an organizational process. They choose the 
research participants, the tools (such as focus groups, 
surveys, experimentation, and biofeedback), and the 
procedures of how to engage the participants. I question 
their methods and, when ready, the students apply to the 
Institutional Review Board (IRB). When the IRB gives us 
the green light, we do the scientific work. The students 
then analyze the data, present recommendations, and 
watch the consequences of the applied recommendations. 
For example, they have seen the cash value of their work 

as Ox Industrial changed the 
color of its logo to make it more 
recognizable; they have seen Salt 

Lake Express relocate their call center; they have rejoiced 
in their hearts at the impact they have had. They will 
say “that is cool, that is awesome”; a nice change from the 
usual “I am cool, I am awesome” or “I can’t do this, I am 
no good.” I have noticed the “I” starts to disappear in the 
conversations because of the group work that is being done.   

This semester we are doing research for an organization 
in Ukraine called Orphan’s Future. Andriy Nazarenko, the 
executive director, works directly with us. We coordinate 
the scientific work using technology. The purpose of this 
work is to increase people’s awareness of, and contributions 
to, the cause by improving the website. The stakes are 
real for students. They are making a human connection 
with Andriy. They are helping orphans. They are helping 
this non-profit organization thrive, if they do good work. 
The reality of the work allows me to give tailored, precise 
feedback that is meaningful to them. 

In the end, I get students that have meaningful scientific 
stories to tell, about persons like Andriy. What is the result 
of these experiences? Students are more qualified to meet 
their next job or graduate school interview; and, more 
importantly, students know how to help others, by using 
their minds and their hands at the same time. t


